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Gasifier system is one of the important components of coal gasification device. ,e technical characteristics of this system mainly
lie in the following facts as huge technical scale and high complexity, and there is a dynamic correlation between the failure modes
of gasification equipment. Traditional safety analysis methods such as fault tree and bow-tie diagram suffer from drawbacks as
being static and ineffective in handling uncertainty, which hamper their application to risk analysis of process systems.,is paper
presents a newly developed model based on Dynamic Bow-Tie (DBT) and Dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) for quantitative
dynamic risk assessment of gasifier system. In the meantime, in order to cope with the uncertainty of the failure data, fuzzy
numbers and the defuzzification method are used to transform the experts’ language into the failure rates. ,e results showed that
dynamic risk assessment can solve the difficulties dealing with complex dynamic systems which have process variables and
characteristics such as multiple, failure correlations, and noncoherence. And it also has important theoretical significance and
application value for coal chemical industry to improve the scientificity of risk assessment.

1. Introduction

Coal gasification plays an important role in human history,
and this technology has been widely developed throughout
the world, especially after the oil crisis in the 1970s [1–3].
China is a typical “rich coal, lean oil, and low gas” country;
coal energy accounts for more than 65% from the per-
spective of energy structure [4–6]. Coal gasification is a new
industry; China’s shortage of oil and gas resources can be
remedied by developing a safe, green, and environmentally
coal gasification. With widespread and successful appli-
cations, this technology has greatly promoted the devel-
opment of the coal chemical industry in China [1]. ,e
water-coal slurry gasification process is under simulta-
neous conditions of high temperature and high pressure;
water-coal slurry and oxygen undergo a fierce redox re-
action in the gasifier and generate syngas. ,e syngas is an
inflammable and explosive mixed gas, so once an accident
happens, it will not only lead to property loss, but also cause
casualties and even environmental pollution. ,erefore, as

the key equipment of water-coal slurry gasification, it is
necessary to analyze and describe the risk factors of the
gasifier in this paper.

,ere also have been some researches regarding se-
curity problem in coal gasification process [7–10]. Ref-
erence [11] reported many accidents in gasification plants
during the last 20 years in the world; the researchers
suggest that more careful concentration is needed during
the design of the coal gasifier and the preparation of the
constructed gasifier operation. Reference [12] developed
a comprehensive technique to control the major hazards
of the GE coal gasification process. ,e technique con-
sisted of process hazard identification based on critical
events, barrier performance evaluation based on barrier
diagrams, and quantification of risk influence factors
based on Bayesian network. Reference [13] introduced an
efficient methodology utilizing improved Signed Directed
Graph for the HAZOP analysis, and an industrial case
about the coal conveying in a complex process of coal
gasifier is modeled and analyzed. Although these
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researches focused on the safety issues in coal gasification
process, the risk assessment methods applied in these
researches were not dynamic, it encountered many dif-
ficulties in dealing with the safety assessment of complex
systems such as polymorphism, nonmonotonicity, failure
correlation [14], dynamics [15], process variables, and
other influencing factors [12].

Dynamic risk assessment approaches can significantly
reduce both the potential for hazardous events and un-
desirable consequences [16]. In turn, it increases the safety
of the operation and reliability of the systems; it is an
extension of the definition of risk taking into account the
time-varying characteristics. With respect to the dynamic
risk assessment approaches, many researchers have done
much work on it. Reference [17] proposed a complete set of
dynamic risk assessment to predict the frequencies of
abnormal events utilizing accident precursor data, helping
to achieve inherently safer operations. Based on these
methods, the failure probabilities of safety systems and
end-states were estimated using copulas and Bayesian
analysis to ensure better predictions. ,e method was
further developed by Kalantarnia et al. [18], where a model
was established. ,e model has used Bayesian theory to
revise the risk profile, denoted as the posterior risk func-
tion, based on real-time data from the system. As pointed
out in [19], Bayesian networks (BNs) have become a
popular tool for quantitative risk assessment. Reference
[20] aimed at developing dynamic safety analysis meth-
odology for the offloading process for FLNG platforms
using BN analysis. ,e purpose of conducting this safety
assessment is to advance better understanding of the
floating liquefied natural gas (FLNG) concept during the
construction phase [20]. Zarei et al. [21] applied BN to
model accident scenarios of natural gas stations for risk
assessment. However, BN is time-independent, and it
cannot reflect temporal evolution of system and give
prevention measures effectively. To this end, dynamic
Bayesian network (DBN) [22–24] has been introduced, and
it is equipped with other techniques such as bow-tie model
[25, 26]. ,is composite model has been applied to
quantitative risk analysis of hydrogen generation unit
leakage [27] and offshore drilling incidents [28]. Never-
theless, a composite analysis model of coal-water slurry
gasifier accidents is not available; few studies concern this
issue.

,e present paper attempts to integrate DBN and dy-
namic bow-tie model [29] for dynamic risk analysis of coal-
water slurry gasifier failure. Meanwhile, fuzzy numbers and
the defuzzificationmethod are used to transform the experts’
language into the failure rates, solving the problem that it is
difficult to obtain a large amount of historical statistical data.
,e rest of the paper is organized as follows: A brief de-
scription of theoretical basis for dynamic bow-tie model and
dynamic Bayesian networks is presented in section 2.
Conversion rules and processing of DBN model are spe-
cifically described in section 3. ,e proposed method is
applied for dynamic risk analysis of gasifier heating in the
case study of section 4. Finally, the conclusions of this study
are presented in section 5.

2. TheoreticalBasis forDynamicBow-TieModel
and DBN

2.1. Dynamic Bow-Tie Model. ,e bow tie model is an ac-
cident causality analysis method that combines fault tree and
event tree analysis methods into one; this method can not
only comprehensively analyze the causes and consequences
of an event, but also clearly and intuitively describe the
timing of the accident and the logical relationship of each
event.,e bow tie model is characterized by a fault tree on its
left-hand side and event tree on its right-hand side with a
“bottom event” in its center.

Dynamic bow tie model adds sequential notion to tra-
ditional FT method, building a complex system failure
model, as shown in Figure 1 As an extension of ordinary
static bow-tie, the dynamic bow-tie analysis not only in-
cludes Boolean logic relation but also includes dynamic logic
gates (e.g., PAND, SEQ, SPARE, and FDEP), and some
events’ reliability changes over time.

2.2. DBN. A static Bayesian network (BN) as a probability-
based knowledge representation method is appropriate for
the modeling of causal processes with uncertainty; it models
a system at a fixed time [30, 31]. A DBN extends the notion
of a Bayesian network to model the stochastic evolution of a
set of random variables over time. To quantify the timing of
discrete changes in the data, the state distribution at each
moment contains a Bayesian network called a time slice.
,erefore, structure and parameters in DBN do not vary
over time, which reflects only the time-varying process of
sample data. ,en DBN can be split into an initial network
and a transition network, representing the initial network as
a probability distribution at the initial moment, transition
network is expressed as transition probability distribution of
adjacent time slices, as shown in equation (1):
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Figure 2 is a structural diagram of DBN; different colors
are used to distinguish nodes and directed arcs of different
time slices. DBN’s conditional probability can be divided
into intra-slice CPT and inter-slice CPT. If a DBN can
expend T time slices, the joint probability distribution of
these T time slices is

P X1:T(  � 
T
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3. Conversion Rules and Processing of
DBN Model

DBN can be constructed directly from an understanding of
sequential systems, while considering the existence of a large
number of static/dynamic fault trees. DBN is modeled based
on the existing FTmodel. Because historical information can
be used for reference, this method not only effectively avoids
subjectivity but also improves reliability. Meanwhile, this
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method also implements the method of automatic network
construction by utilizing the rules of static/dynamic fault
tree conversion to DBN, reducing the difficulty of DBN
modeling.

3.1. Transformation of Static Logic Gates. Assume E� 0
means that event E does not occur, E� 1 means that event E
occurs, fE(t) is the probability density function of the time
when E occurs.

3.1.1. And Gate. Figure 3 shows the DBN corresponding to
the logical relationship of “AND gate”, and the node con-
ditional probability distribution is as follows:

P A(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fA(t)dt, (3)

P A(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 1{ } � 1, (4)

P B(T + ΔT) � 1 | B(T) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fB(t)dt, (5)

P B(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 1{ } � 1, (6)

P TE � 1 | A(T + ΔT) � 1, B(T + ΔT) � 1{ } � 1,

(7)

P TE � 1 | else{ } � 0. (8)

3.1.2. Or Gate. ,e DBN corresponding to the “Or gate”
logic is consistent with Figure 3 the conditional probability
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distribution of A(T + ΔT) and B(T + ΔT) is the same as in
equations (1)–(4). ,e conditional probability distribution
of the node TE is shown as follows:

P TE � 1 | A(T + ΔT) � 1{ } � 1,

P TE � 1 | B(T + ΔT) � 1{ } � 1,

P TE � 1 | A(T + ΔT) � 0, B(T + ΔT) � 0  � 0.

(9)

3.1.3. Not Gate. Figure 4 shows the DBN corresponding to
the “not gate” logical relationship. ,e conditional proba-
bility distribution of A(T + ΔT) is the same as in equations
(1) and (2). ,e conditional probability distribution of the
node TE is shown as follows:

P TE � 1 | A(T + ΔT) � 1{ } � 0,

P TE � 1 | A(T + ΔT) � 0{ } � 1.
(10)

3.2. Dynamic Logic Gate Transformation

3.2.1. Priority And Gate. Priority And gate includes several
input events, and output events occur when they happen in a
specific order, as shown in Figure 5. If events A, B, and C all
occur, and event A occurs before event B, and event B occurs
before event C, the output event will occur. Conversely, if not
all three input events occur, or event B occurs before event A or
event C occurs before event B, the output event will not occur.
It is important to point out that if the input events occur at the
same time, it is considered that the output event also occurs.

According to sequential and logical relationship of the
priority and gate, two binary state nodes FS1 and FS2 need to
be added. Among them, FS1� 1 means that A happened
before B, FS2�1 means B happened before C, FS1� 0 means
A did not happen before B, FS2� 0 means B did not happen
before C.,e relationship between the Priority And gate and
the DBN is shown in Figure 5, the conditional probability
distribution of each node is

P A(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fA(t)dt,

P A(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P B(T + ΔT) � 1 | B(T) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fB(t)dt,

P B(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P C(T + ΔT) � 1 | C(T) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fC(t)dt,

P C(T + ΔT) � 1 | C(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P FS1(T + ΔT) � 1 | FS1(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P FS1(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 1, FS1(T) � 0{ } � 1,

P FS1(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 0, FS1(T) � 0{ } � 0,

P FS2(T + ΔT) � 1 | FS2(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P FS2(T + ΔT) � 1 | B(T) � 1, FS1(T) � 0{ } � 1,

P FS2(T + ΔT) � 1 | B(T) � 0, FS1(T) � 0{ } � 0,

P PAND � 1 | A(T + ΔT) � B(T + ΔT) � FS1(T + ΔT){

� FS2(T + ΔT) � 1} � 1.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(11)

3.2.2. Sequence-Correlated Gate. ,e sequence-correlated
gate includes several input events, which require the input
events to occur in a specific order (from left to right). Unlike
priority and gates, sequence-correlated gates force their
input events to occur only in a specific order. According to
the temporal logic relationship of sequence-correlated gates,
analyze the function-correlated gates of the three basic
events in Figure 6 to obtain the dynamic Bayesian network
corresponding to them, and the conditional probability
distribution of each node is

P A(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P A(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fA(t)dt,

P B(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 0, B(T) � 0{ } � 0,

P B(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 1, B(T) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fB(t)dt,

P B(T + ΔT) � 1 | B(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P C(T + ΔT) � 1 | B(T) � 0, C(T) � 0{ } � 0,

P C(T + ΔT) � 1 | B(T) � 1, C(T) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fC(t)dt,

P C(T + ΔT) � 1 | C(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P SEQ � 1 | A(T + ΔT) � 1, B(T + ΔT) � 1,{

C(T + ΔT) � 1} � 1.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)

3.2.3. Spare Gate. ,e spare gate includes a main part and
several backup parts. After the main part fails, the first backup
part starts to operate instead of the main part. After the first
backup part fails, the second backup part starts, and so on.,e
output event does not occur until all parts have failed.
According to the numerical of dormancy factor α, the spare
gate can be divided into three types: cold spare gate (α � 0),
warm spare gate (0< α< 1), and hot spare gate (α � 1).
Warm gate is discussed in this paper, as shown in Figure 7;
other types of spare gates can be studied as special cases.

P A(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fA(t)dt,

P A(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P S(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 0, S(T) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fαS(t)dt,

P S(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 1, S(T) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fS(t)dt,

P S(T + ΔT) � 1 | S(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P WSP � 1 | A(T + ΔT) � 1, S(T + ΔT) � 1{ } � 1,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(13)

A(T) A(T + ΔT) TE

Figure 4: “Not gate” logical relationship.
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where fαS(t) is the failure density function of component S
in the backup period.

3.2.4. Function-Correlated Gate. Function-correlated gate
includes a trigger event and several related basic events,

related basic events are repeatable event. According to the
relationship between the trigger event and related basic
events, Figure 8 shows the function-correlated gate which
contains a trigger event and two related basic events, and the
corresponding dynamic Bayesian network is shown as
follows:

A
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C
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Figure 6: “Sequence-correlated gate” and the corresponding DBN model.
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P Tr(T + ΔT) � 1 |Tr(T) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fTr(t)dt,

P Tr(T + ΔT) � 1 |Tr(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P A(T + ΔT) � 1 | A(T) � 0,Tr(T + ΔT) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fA(t)dt,

P A(T + ΔT) � 1 |Tr(T + ΔT) � 1{ } � 1,

P A(T + ΔT) � 1|A(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P B(T + ΔT) � 1 | B(T) � 0,Tr(T + ΔT) � 0{ } � 
T+ΔT

T
fB(t)dt,

P B(T + ΔT) � 1 | Tr(T + ΔT) � 1{ } � 1,

P B(T + ΔT) � 1 | B(T) � 1{ } � 1,

P FDEP � 1 |Tr(T + ΔT) � 1{ } � 1.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(14)

3.3. Fuzzy Possibility. When using DBN for evaluation, it is
necessary to obtain the failure probability of the device, but in
practical production, the integrity of data of each device cannot
be guaranteed. In view of this, using fuzzy numbers and the
defuzzification method to transform the experts’ language into
the failure rates is a practical solution. ,e fuzzy set theory was
first proposed by zadeh and is often used to calculate the
probability of fuzzy events. It is an effective way to deal with
uncertainty or lack of information. In recent years, the com-
bination of fuzzy set theory and Bayesian network has also been
widely used in risk analysis and evaluation [32–36].

3.3.1. Expert Elicitation. Expert elicitation is essentially a
scientific consensus methodology, often used for calculating
the probabilities of vague events. ,is method is a solution
for dealing with uncertainty and lack of sufficient data and
provides useful information for assessing risks. Eight dif-
ferent conversion scales have been provided by [37]. In the
present study, we use Scale 7 [VH, H, RH, M, RL, L, VL]
(Table 1) for estimating the severity of an event. ,e reason
for selecting scale number 7 is that humans’ memory ca-
pacity is seven plus-minus two chunks, and the linguistic
terms are in the form of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers [32].

3.3.2. Aggregation of Fuzzy Number. Since experts are dif-
ferent in knowledge and views, in order to reach a consensus
among them, it is required to integrate the assigned terms by

experts to a single one. For the objectivity of the data, this
paper categorizes experts’ weighting criteria according to
their education level, professional position, and experience
time, as shown in Table 2. And five expert decisions are
considered, and then expert language is converted into data.
Table 3 shows some information about experts. Integrate the
weights and fuzzy numbers of experts by linear weighting
method, and equations (15) and (16), respectively, give
expert weights and linear weighted integration.

wi �
ET score(i) + EL score(i) + PP score(i)


n
i�1ET score(i) + 

n
i�1EL score(i) + 

n
i�1PP score(i)

,

(15)

where wi refers to the weighting factor of the i-th expert, n of
all experts, ET score, EL score and PP score are shown in
Table 2.

Aj � 
n

i�1
wi

Aij, j � 1, 2, . . . , m, (16)

where Aj is an aggregate fuzzy number of basic events, Aij is
the fuzzy probability assigned by an expert, n of all experts,
and m of all events.

3.3.3. Defuzzification. To draw useful results for decision
making, the fuzzy probability of the basic and conditional
events must be mapped to crisp number through defuzzi-
fication, and this facilitates computational reasoning in

B(T + ΔT)B(T)

Trigger

TrFDEP
Tr(T) Tr(T + ΔT)

A B
A(T) A(T + ΔT)

FDEP

Figure 8: “Function-correlated” gate and the corresponding DBN model.

Table 1: 7 conversion scales for estimating the likelihood of events.

Linguistic term Description Fuzzy set
Very high (VH) Once in a month (0.8, 0.9, 1, 1)

High (H) Once in every 1 to 3
months

(0.7, 0.8, 0.8,
0.9)

Relatively high
(RH)

Once in every 3 to 6
months

(0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
0.8)

Medium (M) Once in every 6 to 12
months

(0.4, 0.5, 0.5,
0.6)

Relatively low (RL) Once in every 1 to 5 years (0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
0.5)

Low (L) Once in every 5 to 10 years (0.1, 0.2, 0.2,
0.3)

Very low (VL) Never happened (0, 0, 0.1, 0.2)
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DBN. A trapezoidal fuzzy function can be defined as in
Figure 9, defuzzification of the trapezoidal fuzzy number

A � (a1, a2, a3, a4) based on the center of area method can
be calculated as equation (17).

COG(A) �
μA(x)x dx

μA(x)dx
�


a2

a1
x − a1( / a2 − a1( (  · xdx + 

a3

a2
x dx + 

a4

a3
a4 − x( / a4 − a3( (  · x dx


a2

a1
x − a1( / a2 − a1( ( dx + 

a3

a2
dx + 

a4

a3
a4 − x( / a4 − a3( ( dx

,

�
1
3

·
a4 + a3( 

2
− a3a4 − a1 + a2( 

2
+ a1a2

a3 + a4 − a1 − a2
.

(17)

,e last step is to convert fuzzy possibility (FP) of vague
events into fuzzy probability (FPr). A function developed by
(18) is used for converting FPs to FPr:

FPr �

10− 2.301× 1− FPs
FPs( )

(1/3)  if FPs≠ 0,

0 if FPs � 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(18)

where FPs is fuzzy possibility and FPR is fuzzy probability
for each event.

4. Case Studies

4.1. DBT Modeling. ,rough the analysis of the coal water
slurry gasification process, combined with the HAZOP
analysis report and expert opinions, the risk factors that lead
to the overheating of the gasifier are identified, and the
dynamic butterfly model shown in Figure 10 is constructed.

Table 3 shows five experts’ information, Table 4 describes the
basic events in the model. ,e model shows the evolution
process of risk factors to accidents and accidents to con-
sequences through dynamic fault trees and event trees.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that high oxygen-coal ratio,
poor atomization effect of the burner, and low coal slurry
concentration are the three main factors that lead to gasifier
overheating. ,e oxygen-coal ratio is a key index for reg-
ulating the operating temperature of gasification in the
production process. ,e fluctuation of the oxygen-coal ratio
is mainly due to the abnormal feeding, the interruption of
the coal slurry supply, or the sudden increase of the oxygen
feed, so that the oxygen-coal ratio is higher than the set
value, and the temperature of the gasifier also increases
immediately. ,e atomization effect of the burner is closely
related to the performance of the burner. If the pressure
difference of the burner is low, the atomization effect will
be significantly reduced, and the central-oxygen ratio is

Table 3: Expert information.

Experts Professional position (PP) Experience time (ET) Education level (EL) Weight score (ω)
E1 Junior academic 3 years Master’s degree 0.216216216
E2 Operator 2 years Bachelor’s degree 0.135135135
E3 Engineer 12 years Bachelor’s degree 0.243243243
E4 Junior academic 3 years Master’s degree 0.216216216
E5 Junior academic 2 years Bachelor’s degree 0.189189189

Table 2: Weighting criteria of different experts.

Nature attribute Classification Score

Experience time (ET)

≥30 years 5
20 to 29 years 4
10 to 19 years 3
6 to 9 years 2
≤5 years 1

Education level (EL)

Doctorate 5
Master’s degree 4
Bachelor’s degree 3
Junior college 2
School leaver 1

Professional position (PP)

Chief engineer/Senior academic 5
Manager 4

Engineer/Junior academic 3
Technician 2
Operator 1

Mathematical Problems in Engineering 7



the main factor affecting the pressure difference of the
burner. As the time elapsed, the burner is sprayed because
uneven wear of coal slurry is also a factor that causes the
atomization effect to deteriorate. ,e low concentration of
coal slurry is mainly due to the failure of the pulping
section or excessive flushing water entering the coal slurry
line, which leads to a reduction in gasification efficiency
and an increase in oxygen consumption, then leads to

overheating of the gasifier. According to this model, it can
be seen that a safety barrier is adopted in the project to
prevent the expansion of the overheating accident of the
gasifier, but the four safety barriers will also fail, resulting
in different accident consequences. In this paper, the
information of experts on basic events and safety barrier
failure evaluation is transformed into corresponding
fuzzy numbers according to equations (15)–(18).

μÃ(x)

xa1 a3a2 a4

Figure 9: Trapezoidal fuzzy number A.
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,e evaluation information of experts is converted into
fuzzy numbers corresponding to basic events and safety
barriers according to equations (15)–(18) in this paper. ,en
convert fuzzy numbers into fuzzy possibility (FP) based on
center of gravity, and fuzzy probability for each event is
calculated be equation [17]. In addition, due to the main-
tainability of the equipment, this paper also calculates the
maintenance rate (µ) of the equipment. ,e above calcu-
lation data are shown in Table 4.

4.2. DBNModeling. Figure 11 shows the DBN modeling for
gasifier overheating and the simulation is based on appli-
cation software (GeNie) which is an intuitive and easy-to-
use software supporting a variety of inference algorithms.
,e DBN modeling of gasifier overheating is firstly

established on the conversion algorithm including graphical
and numerical conversion [25]. ,e graphical structure is
obtained by the conversion of fault tree and event tree which
are connected by the central node transformed from the
central event. In fault tree, input and output of logic gate
turn into parent node and child node linked by directed arcs.
In event tree, all possible consequences integrate into one
consequence node and all safety barriers turn into safety
nodes. Both safety nodes and central node are linked with
the consequence node.,e node generally takes two states to
indicate the occurrence and non-occurrence of the event. In
this study, the nodes of the basic events, intermediate events,
and central event are represented by “Y” and “N”, the safety
nodes are represented by “W” and “F”, “Y” indicates that the
event occurs, and “W” indicates that the safety barrier has
successfully prevented escalation of the accident. Especially,

Table 4: Basic event description and related data.

Symbol Description Failure model
Experts’ judgement

Fps Fpr (λ) µ
E1 E2 E3 E4 E5

X1 Burner wear Facilities failure RH RL H RH H 0.674325 1.57E-02 0.25
X2 Center-oxygen flow valve failure Facilities failure RL VL M M M 0.410953 2.54E-03 0.125
X3 Blockage of center-oxygen check valve Facilities failure RL VL L RL RL 0.276973 6.79E-04 0.25
X4 Blockage of CWS pipeline at gasifier head Facilities failure M VL VL RL L 0.251819 4.92E-04 0.25
X5 Blockage of burner Facilities failure M L L RL L 0.297298 8.61E-04 0.25
X6 Drain valve of CWS pipeline opened by error Operational error L L L M L 0.264865 5.84E-04 —
X7 CWS circulating valve opened by error Operational error L L VL M VL 0.213133 2.78E-04 —
X8 Leakage of CWS circulating valve Facilities failure L L L RH L 0.297298 8.61E-04 0.125
X9 CWS block valve closed by error Operational error L RL VL M VL 0.233172 3.79E-04 —
X10 Blockage of CWS pipeline Facilities failure RH L VL RL RL 0.328724 1.20E-03 0.25
X11 Leakage of CWS pipeline Facilities failure RL VL VL M L 0.251819 4.92E-04 2
X12 Agitator failure in the mill discharge tank Facilities failure L RL VL RL L 0.223507 3.27E-04 0.25
X13 Blockage of low-pressure CWS pump inlet Facilities failure M L VL M RL 0.329061 1.21E-03 0.25
X14 Coal mill failure Facilities failure L M VL RH L 0.308765 9.77E-04 0.5
X15 Manhole leaks in the CWS tank Facilities failure RL VL VL RL L 0.219144 3.06E-04 0.5
X16 Low-pressure CWS primary pump failure Facilities failure RL L L L L 0.232433 3.75E-04 0.33
X17 Low-pressure CWS standby pump failure Facilities failure L L VL VL VL 0.121677 3.57E-05 0.33
X18 High-pressure CWS primary pump failure Facilities failure RL VL RL RL RL 0.313381 1.03E-03 0.33
X19 High-pressure CWS standby pump failure Facilities failure L VL VL VL VL 0.104881 1.98E-05 0.33
X20 Blockage of high-pressure CWS pump inlet Facilities failure M L L M RL 0.358108 1.60E-03 2
X21 Agitator failure in the CWS tank Facilities failure L VL L RL L 0.216358 2.93E-04 0.25
X22 ,e opening of oxygen flow valve is too large Operational error L M RL RL RL 0.33784 1.32E-03 —

X23 ,e pressure of oxygen buffer tank outlet is
too high Operational error L RL VL M VL 0.233172 3.79E-04 —

X24 Safety valve of carbon washing tower opened
by error Operational error L L VL RL L 0.203358 2.36E-04 —

X25 Syngas purge valve opened by error Operational error L RL VL RL VL 0.200452 2.24E-04 —
X26 Leakage of pipeline connected with gasifier Facilities failure M M VL M RL 0.369603 1.78E-03 0.33
X27 Leakage of flange connected with gasifier Facilities failure RL RH RL RH M 0.483786 4.45E-03 0.33
X28 Leakage of lock hopper Facilities failure M RH VL M L 0.361554 1.65E-03 0.33
X29 Leakage of slurry flush valve Facilities failure RL VL L RH L 0.313537 1.03E-03 0.125
X30 Slurry flush valve opened by error Operational error L RL L M L 0.285136 7.48E-04 —
X31 Blockage of coal bunker outlet Facilities failure RL RL VL H M 0.409993 2.52E-03 0.25
X32 Blockage of coal mill screen Facilities failure RH RH VL H RH 0.543641 6.75E-03 0.25
X33 Slurry flush valve failed to close Operational error L L VL L VL 0.148269 7.57E-05 —

X34 ,e opening of mill feed water flow valve is
too large Operational error L M L RL L 0.272975 6.46E-04 —

S1 Overheating detection alarm failure Multiple failure M RL RL RL M 0.321622 1.12E-03 —
S2 Manual cooling operation failure Multiple failure M RL M RH RL 0.366216 1.73E-03 —
S3 ESDa failure Multiple failure RL RL M RL RL 0.297298 8.61E-04 —
S4 ESDm failure Multiple failure L M RL RL RL 0.20259 2.33E-04 —
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the consequence node consists of five states which contains\
identified possible consequences C1–C4, and the added “C0”
state is set to indicate that the gasifier is not overheating.

,e dynamic evolution of events has not been de-
scribed through the above procedure because directed
arcs only connect nodes in the same time slice. In order to
accomplish the expansion of BN on the time slice, assume
that the probability of fault occurrence follows expo-
nential distribution. ,erefore, the nodes of basic events
are selected as dynamic nodes, and considering that safety
barriers S1 and S3 are controlled by electronic systems,
safety nodes S1 and S3 are dynamic nodes too. As shown
in Figure 3, the dynamic node has a directed arc from itself
in addition to linking with other nodes; that is, the node
under the previous time slice is the parent node of it under
the present time slice. Moreover, dynamic logic gates are
added in BT modeling to represent the dynamic depen-
dencies between events, and the connection between
nodes is based on the mapping rule of logical gate to DBN
in the section 2.

Prior probability and CPT need to be determined for
quantitative analysis in DBN. FPr calculated by expert
evaluation serves as prior probability, the result is shown in
Table 3. A node’s CPTcan be calculated by themapping rules
of logic gates in section 3, which consists of conditional
probabilities under all its parent nodes. ,e conditional

probability is calculated by probability density function for
nodes between different time slices, and relevant calculation
parameters µ, λ are also listed in Table 3. For safety barriers,
the failure of overheating alarm leads to the failure of manual
cooling operation; conditional probability is expressed as
P(S2 � F|S1 � F) � 1 and other safety barriers are inde-
pendent of each other. Developing 52 time slices after prior
probability and conditional probability are input into GeNie,
every time slice represents 1week.

4.3. Dynamic Risk Analysis

4.3.1. Predictive Analysis. ,e probability of gasifier over-
heating can be predicted based on DBN forward reasoning,
causality, and prior probability of events. Figure 12 shows
the probability of an over-temperature accident in the
gasifier operating 52 weeks (1 year) with and without
maintenance. It can be seen from the Figure 12 that in the
first four weeks of gasifier operation, the probability of
overheating accidents is not greatly affected by maintain-
ability. What is especially worth noticing is that the prob-
ability of overheating of the gasifier will increase
monotonically with time, so if no maintenance measures are
taken within 52 weeks, the probability of accidents will be as
high as 0.983. However, maintenance can be used to reduce
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the probability of accidents during operation, which shows
the importance of maintenance measures for safe operation
of the device.

,rough DBN’s forward reasoning, the probability of
overheating causing different consequences can also be
predicted. As shown in Figure 13, the probability of

occurrence of each consequence also increases with time, the
probability of the consequences C1, C2, C3, and C4 under
the action of four safety barriers in Week 52 are 5.14E-01,
1.10E-01, 2.05E-02, 2.71E-05. ,erefore, under the protec-
tion of the safety barrier, there is still a 51.4% probability that
it can work normally even if the gasifier is over-temperature,
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thereby effectively avoiding further expansion of the acci-
dent. C2 and C3 are much larger than C4, indicating that
even if the cooling the temperature fails, the emergency
shutdown can still effectively prevent the accident from
worsening. ,is also illustrates the importance of main-
taining the normal operation of the emergency parking
system.

4.3.2. Diagnostic Reasoning. It can be seen from above that
the probability of overheating accidents in gasifiers is very
high. Although the danger level can be reduced through
maintenance and safety barriers, there are hidden dangers of
untimely maintenance or failure of safety barriers. ,us, it is
necessary to identify the key events that affect gasifier
overheating and locate its weak links. DBN’s diagnostic
reasoning is a process from the child node to the parent
node, dedicated to identifying the weak links in the whole
risk scenario. ,is paper sets the gasifier overheating to
“Yes”, then the posterior probability of the basic event at any
time segment can be obtained, Figure 14 shows the posterior
probabilities of weeks 4 and 52 for all basic events. In
previous studies, the production process has not been di-
vided into time segments for safety evaluation.

Figure 14 compares the prior probability, the posterior
probabilities of weeks 4 and 52, the results show that the
basic events with higher posterior probability in week 4 are
X27, X1, X31, X13, and X26, and the basic events with higher
posterior probability in week 52 are X30, X1, X22, X34, and
X6.,e comparison results show that the main event leading
to gasifier overheating is equipment failure when running
for about one month, while after a year, operation error is
the main factor leading to gasifier overheating. Comparison
results show attention should be paid to equipment main-
tenance at the initial stage, while one year later, safety
management needs more attention to avoid accidents caused
by operational errors.

5. Conclusions

(1) Based on fuzzy mathematics and DBN, a quantitative
dynamic risk analysis of gasifier overheating was
carried out. For the problem of incomplete historical
data of equipment in the actual production process,
fuzzy logic concepts were employed, which convert
the experts’ linguistic judgement to aggregated re-
sults in the aggregation process, and this method was
feasible.

(2) ,e DBN model of gasifier overheating was con-
structed, dynamic change law of equipment failure
rate when system running for 1 year was obtained by
forward reasoning method. According to DBT
converted to DBN, the main event leading to gasifier
overheating is equipment failure when running for
about one month, while after a year, operation error
is the main factor leading to gasifier overheating. At
the same time, the maintenance factor was also
considered, and the impact on the system failure risk
analysis when repaired or not is compared.

(3) Based on the reasoning function of DBN, fault di-
agnosis of gasifier overheating was carried out. ,e
prior probability of root nodes was obtained by fuzzy
set theory, and then posterior probability of root
nodes were deduced and sorted by the powerful
reverse inference function of DBN; thus, the weak-
ness of the system were identified. ,e calculation
results show that with the prolonging of time and the
increase of “precursor incident”, equipment failure
probability and accident risk show a significant
growth trend.

Data Availability

,e data of numerical results were generated during the
study.
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